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perusing the filthy satires of Filelfo." (Symonds* Renas-
cence II. 574.) The workmanship was everything. The
civilisation of the fifteenth century was as high as that
of the twentieth, in conception and production of the beau-
tiful But clearly let it be realised that "civilisation has
nothing to do with morality or immorality"; that "great
reformers generally destroy the beautiful"; that "high ,
civilisation is generally immoral." The age of the Renas-
cence, which found nothing shameful in the profession
of the italqa (if we may judge from the epitaph of'one,
Imperia, Cortisana Romana, quae digna tanto nomine,
rarae inter homines formae specimen dedit. Vint a. XXVI.
d. XII. Objit MDXL die XV. Aug.), though free from
the hypocrisy engendered by the German Reformation of
a later date (which the maxim "Si non caste tamen caute"
so admirably describes), wa§ frankly and unblushingly un-
moral, as far as a proportion of its leaders was concerned.
Yet its unmorality was kept within certain bounds, and
circumscribed by a force which, now, is no restraint. Print-
ing was in its infancy. Written books were few, and very
costly. In Milan, a city of two hundred thousand inhabit-
ants, there were only fifty copyists. Not till 1465, in the
reign of the Lord Paul P.P. II, was there a printing-press
in Italy, at Subjaco in the Sabine Hills; while Florence
had no press till 1471. And, at first, printed books were
regarded with disfavour by reason of their cheapness. One
rich man said that he would be ashamed to have them in
his library, as now a rich man would be ashamed to have
Brummagem electro instead of hall-marked silver. Yet, by
means of ambulant printers, who printed only one page at
a time on a hand-press in a mule-cart (and who were the
pioneers of that curse to real civilisation, the printed book),
before 1500 no fewer than 4987 works had been printed in
Italy alone. Here again the fifteenth-century passion for
perfect workmanship came into play. Look at an Aldine
Classic, and mark its exquisite form. Messer Aldo Manuzio

